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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS FOR 

20L GAS SCRUBBERS 
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Read entire assembly instructions before you begin. Familiarize yourself with all of the parts, 
and pay close attention to all notes and highlights. If you have any questions, please contact 
our technical service department at (800) 843-1794 or technical-service@cglifesciences.com 

 
 

Support frames are shipped via common carrier and require loading dock access with a fork 
lift or jack. If you do not have a loading dock, then a lift gate-equipped truck must be 
requested at the time of order. 

 
 

Complete Assembly Instructions 
 

1. Position stand in desired location and lock casters so the unit remains stationary while 
setting up. 

2. Position the PTFE flask ring so the open groove lines up with the front of the scrubber 
stand. 

3. Place lower reservoir on the PTFE ring, and secure flask to stand under the flange with 
support clamp CG-1947-A100 or CG-1947-A60 depending on what size scrubber 
purchased. Bottom drain should be facing toward the front of the scrubber stand. 

4. Once lower reservoir is secured, place PTFE envelope gasket (CG-147-G-01 or CG-147-
G-03) on the top of the flange of lower reservoir. 

5. Next, place the absorption column on top of the PTFE envelope gasket and secure 
with the quick release clamp (CG-141-T-11 or CG-141-T-12). 

6. Place the PTFE support disc inside of the absorption column so it lays flat at the bottom. 
7. Secure absorption column to stand just below the top flange with support clamp.   
8. Carefully pour packing rashing rings into the absorption column until filled to desired 

level in column. 
9. Place PTFE envelope gasket on top of the absorption column. 
10. Next, place gas outlet column on top of the PTFE envelope gasket, secure the gas 

outlet column to the absorption column with the supplied quick release clamp. 
11. Place PTFE envelope gasket on top of the gas outlet column and place top shower 

adapter on top securing with quick release clamp. (Port should be facing right when 
looking at column). 

12. Attach the graham condenser to the right side of the reactor stand using the supplied 
3-prong extension clamps. (Clamps should be secured between the 2 main supporting 
rings). 

13. Secure liquid diaphragm pump to the right side of the stand below the condenser.  
14. Attach compression fittings to all ground joint connections on shower head, bottom 

drain of lower reservoir, top and bottom of condenser. 
15. Cut tubing to length so it does not kink or bend at a very sharp angle (sharp angles will 

create stress on the glass connections). 
16. Attach tubing to compression fittings on glassware and diaphragm pump (see 

diagram). Tubing should be cut so that the ends are as square as possible and 
compression fittings should only be hand tightened. 
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Flow Diagram 
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